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In analogy with K. Godel’s model L, C. Chang [l] formulated the wr- 
constructible universe C”‘, using the infinitary language L,,,, instead of the 
language of Set Theory L,,. The cumulative hierarchy of sets obtained in this 
way has many similarities with the hierarchy of the constructible universe (except 
for a major point: the axiom of choice [l], [9]). C”’ can also be characterized as 
the least inner model closed under arbitrary countable sequences. 
This paper is inspired by results of R. Jensen and J. Silver concerning the 
existence of O# and the covering property for L. We consider here a stronger 
notion of indiscernibles for the model C”’ and we say that C”’ satisfies the 
‘covering property’ if any set of ordinals X in the universe can be covered by a set 
in C”’ of cardinality ]X]‘O. The existence of ‘indiscernibles’ for C”’ is also linked 
to large cardinal assumptions, and our main result (in ZFC) can be summarized 
as shown in Diagram 1: 
Diagram 1. 
The first part is devoted to the study of indiscernibles for PI. We prove the 
implications (1) and (2). In the second section, we deal with the covering 
property and show (3). The main elements of the proof of (4) are also given. 
We wish to thank here Akihiro Kanamori and William J. Mitchell for helpful 
comments about this work. 
0. Preliminary definitions 
This study is developed within ZFC and our notation is standard (cf. [5]). The 
infinitary language L,,,, consists of: 
- or variables u,, for (Y < wr, 
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- the predicates E and = , 
- the connectives -,, l\or<B 91,, VolcB 91,, for B < wl, 
- the quantifiers 3(r<B~o, Vn+,, for B < wl. 
An element x is definable in L,,,, over a model A from a countable sequence 
seaA, for ~y<oi, if there is a formula Q, E L,,,, such that x = {u E A :A k 
9641. 
Definition. The cumulative hierarchy (C, : a E Ord) is defined as follows: 
- c, = 0. 
- Cm+, is the set of all subsets of C,, definable in L,,,, over C, from a 
countable sequence of elements of C,. 
- C, = Un<y C, if y is a limit ordinal. 
C”’ is the class Uneord C,. 
From now on, we write C instead of C”‘. One can show that C is a model of 
ZF, closed under o-sequences. The definition of C is ‘pseudo-absolute’: if M is an 
inner model such that “M c 44, then (C)M = C. Hence C is the least inner model 
such that “C c C. 
Many properties of L can be extended to C (cf. [l]). A great difference 
between the two models concerns the axiom of choice: by Forcing or under the 
assumption of or measurable cardinals [9], one can obtain a model C which does 
not satisfy AC. 
In order to define our notion of indiscernibles, let us present some notation: 
Definition and notation. Given two sequences s, 8’) the notation s =f~’ means 
that s and S’ have the same length p, and there exists a finite subset X of /3 such 
that, for any y E /3 -X, s(y) = s’(y). 
Let A be a set of ordinals of order-type wa, for (Y E Ord, and let ( ys : 6 < wa) 
be its increasing enumeration. 
Notation. For any /3 < (Y, A, is the set {Y,~+~: n < o}. We denote by [A]“” the 
set of strictly increasing sequences of length oo of elements of A. If s E [Alma, 
then for any p < ct: ss denotes the increasing enumeration of A, rl Range(s). 
We recall that the expression K-ultrafilter means free and K-complete ultrafilter 
on K. Let U be a K-ultrafilter. For p E Ord, the Pth iterated ultrapower of the 
Universe, modulo U (cf. [7]) is denoted by NK, and i& : V + NF is the associated 
elementary embedding. 
1. Indiscemibles for C 
Silver has studied the relation between indiscernibles for L and the existence of 
O#. Similar results can be obtained for L[U] and Ot (Solovay) or the Core Model 
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and measurability (Dodd and Jensen). The existence of ‘indiscernibles’ for C is 
also connected with measurability. 
Definition. A set of ordinals A of order-type wcu, for a! 6 wl, is a set of 
indiscernibles for C, if A satisfies the following: whenever s, s’ E [A]“” are such 
that s =f~’ and .sp =fsb, for all p < a: then for any formula &v, . . . , v,,, . . .) in 
L O.l,o,> 7 < 6 s ma5 
c k &s(O), . . . ) s(q), . . .) ++ &s’(O), . . . , s’(q), . . .). 
Remark -If the order-type of A is w, the elements of A are in particular 
indiscernibles in the usual sense. 
- If the order-type is wa, for LY > 1, then the elements of A are indiscernibles 
‘slicewise’. 
An equivalent definition of indiscernibility for C is the following one: 
Whenever s, s’ in [A] oa are such that s =rs’ and sP =fsi for all p < a; then for any 
formula &vO, . . . , vg, . . .) in L,,,,, 
C~~(S,, . . .,sg,. . .)++q(s&. . .,s;, . . .). 
Letfs E “(0 + 1) be such that&(p) = length+, for p < a. We havef, =fs,, fors, s’ 
as defined above. The equivalence of the two definitions of indiscernibility comes 
from the fact that, for 6 < o, fsld is definable by a formula in L,,,,. 
Proposition 1.1. Let a: G 01~. If there exist IX measurable cardinals, then there is a 
set of indiscernibles for C of order-type OILY. 
Proof. Let ( KB: j3 < a) be an i&creasing sequence of measurable cardinals. If Us 
is a Kfi-ultrafilter, for /? < cr, we consider the set A, = {iti : n < o}, and we 
claim that A = UP_ A, is the expected set of indiscernibres. 
If p < (Y and n < w, we will write N$ i& and K! for the ultrapower N,““, the 
embedding it{ and ij$(Kfl). 
Let s,s’E[A]@~ be such that s =rs’ and sB =fsb for all p < LY. Since s =rs’, the 
set {p:ss#sb} is finite. Let (pi: i <p) be its enumeration. We consider the 
sequence S obtained from s by replacing sB,, by sh,: 
S(6) = s(6) if 6 E (O(Y - s-‘(A,,)), 
S(S) = s’(6) if 6 E s-‘(A&. 
We have ffl = sP for p$/3, and sPO = sbO. 
Let Q~(v,, . . . , up, . . .), for ,6 < 6 c a; be in L,,,,, and let us assume that 
cl= &sg, . . . ) so, . . .). We want to prove that C k q(S, . . . , $, . . .). 
If this is true, we can repeat the process for all i <p, and after a finite number 
of steps, we will obtain C k q(s& . . . , sb, . . .). By symmetry of s and s’, this gives 
the expected result. 
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Since sPO =fsbe there exists r < o such that: 
- either sP,, and sbO are finite sequences of length r + 1, 
- or they are o-sequences and for any 12 > r, so,(n) = s;,,(n). 
Let m < w be such that KC = sup(ss,(r), s;,(r)) + 1. We consider the elemen- 
tary embedding i&,. 
Let us check that i&(ss) = ss, for all p#&,, or more generally that i&(K,f) = 
K!, for any n < w and p&&,. 
- If p < PO, this is straightforward. 
- If p > &,, ~fl is inaccessible in NE. Since UP0 E Nfl, we are done. 
We claim that there exists r such that ~~~~~~~~~ o, = it:(t). If so,, is finite of length 
r + 1, this is trivial. Otherwise, for 9 3 r + 1 and s&q) = K$ we set z(q) = 
Kfl,“&. 
We have i& 0 i@,,q_mj = i& (this is a consequence of the following result: if U 
and D are two K-ultrafilters, then jUxD is equal to jUo jD). This implies 
i&(r) = sBO I [r+l, 4. 
Let v,, vg be two variables which do not occur in the formula 
&uO, . . . , up, . . .). One can show that there exists a formula 
V( u,, url, uo, . . . , fJg, . . . ) where /? f PO such that, for any sequence t E [A] “7 
c 1 dto, . . . , $3, . . . 3 q?“, * . .)* v&301r+l, tg,i [r+l, 0,) to, . . * , $3, . . .> 
By applying the preceding results, we obtain: 
(*) C b V(spo Ir+l, @A~>, %L(so), . . . , it?& 1, . . .). 
If we replace sp,, r+l by sbO, r+l, we will get: 
(* *) C k V(sbOlr+r, i&(r), i&&J, . . . , i&&h . . .>. 
To pass from ( * ) to ( * * ), we have to use a classical result of indiscernibility. In 
our finite case, let us only check the following result: 
If U is a K-ultrafilter and K,, = i&(K), for 12 < w, then for any increasing 
sequence i,<i,<---<&Cm, 
u, LO’ > Kc ,={Xc r+lK 1 ( Ki,,, . . . , Ki,) E i&(x)} 
= U@ . . . @U=@U 
L 
r+ 1 times J r+l 
It suffices to see that, by definition of Br+r U (cf. [7]), for XC r+l~, we have the 
equivalences: 
(Kin, . . . > Ki, > E io”m (x)
{(au,, . . .7 (~,_l) EmK: (ai@. . .) ai,) EX} E @ U 
{~,<K:{LY~<K:~~~{~~_,<K:(~~~,...,~~,~EX}EU~~ *}EU}EU 
{~io<K:{~i,<~:~~~{~i,~K:(~i,,...,~~,)~X}~U~~~}~~}~~ 
XE@U. 
r+1 
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Hence if we define the ultrafilters U(s) and U(,s’) on r+l~h as follows: 
XE U(s) iff s Polr+l e G(X), 
X e U(s’) iff s/Do, r+l E it;(X), 
then we obtain U(s) = U(s’) = Br+r U,,. 
Let X be the set {t E~+'K~~:C!= q(t, t,so, . . . ,sp, . . . 
under w-sequences, we have (C)“2 = C. 
}. Since Ne is closed 
H ence we obtain the equivalences: 
(*) =sBoIr+l 42z(X), 
(* *) ~$?o~r+ld2z:,(m 
Since U(s) = U(s’), this yields ( * ) e ( * * ). Let us return now to the sequence 5. 
By its definition, we have: 
(* *)~c~f&), . . . ,s,, . . .,s,,, . . .) 
which is what we wanted to establish. 0 
We will be interested later in a converse to this proposition; hence let us 
mention the following result which will limit our hopes. 
Proposition 1.2. If there exist w measurable cardinals, then, for any a < ol, there 
exists a set of indiscernibles for C of order-type way. 
We will give here only the definition of this set. Let (K” : n < w ) be an 
increasing sequence of measurable cardinals, and let U,,, for n < w, be a 
rc”-ultrafilter. We keep the same notation as previously for A$ i&, K;, where 
n, p < w. 
If ,u = SUP{K" : n < co}, then we consider the class 
K = {Y: Y strong limit, Y > 2p and cf(v) > p}. 
Let o G a, < or and let f: a’--, w be bijective. We denote np = f(P), for p < IX. 
(The case (Y < cr) has already been dealt with.) We define inductively a sequence 
of ordinals ( xp : p < a) : 
- Let B0 c K be a set of order-type KY We set x0 = sup(B,). 
- Let us assume we have defined (xv : y < /3), for 6 < cz. We consider BB c K 
of order-type ~~6 such that the least element of BP is greater than sup{xy : y < /I}. 
We thus set xp = sup(Bp). For any /3 < a, cf(xa) = ~"6. Hence i;tp(xB) >xB. We 
thus define, for p < w, xi = i$@). Since Ix:] c I”‘“xsI and the least element of 
BB+1 is a strong limit cardinal >x”, we must have x,” <x0+‘. One can then show 
that A = {$: p < a, p < w} is the expected set of indiscernibles for C. 0 
The partial converse to Proposition 1.1 is the following: 
Theorem 1.1. (a) Let n S w. If there exists a set of indiscernibles for C, of 
order-type on, then there is an inner model with n measurable cardinals. 
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(b) The existence of a set of indiscernibles of order-type w1 implies the existence, 
for any IX < wl, of an inner model with a measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let a G wl and A = {ys : 6 < oa} be a set of indiscernibles. If p < cr, we 
define the usual filter 4 on As = sup(AB) (where A, is the set { yoS+,, :n < w}): 
let Xc A,. 
XEF@ iff 3nVp2n Y~~+~EX. 
Next we consider the model L[ ( Fs : /3 < a)]. If i$ = FP f~ L[ ( Fs : p < a)], then we 
will write F for (FB :p < a). 
If p < a; as denotes the sequence ( Y,~+~ : n < co). 
Lemma 1.1. Let (Y < wl. Zf A is a set of indiscernibles for C of order-type wcu, and 
F is the associated sequence of jilters, then, for any p < a; 
L[F] L & is a free w,-complete ultrajilter on A,. 
Proof. Let HP, for /I < a; be the Skolem Hull (cf. [2]) of A, U {F} in L[F]: 
H, = HLrF’(A, U {F}). 
Let us show that: 
E$ k Fs is a free w,-complete ultrafilter on A,. 
Since E$ is an elementary submodel of L[F], the lemma will be proved. 
i$ is an ultrafilter: Let X E HP, Xc &. There exist a Skolem term t and n < w 
such that X = t(ywP, . . . , ywP+,,, F). The well-ordering of L[F] can be expressed 
by a &1(F) formula (cf. [2]) and since “Cc C, the sequence F belong to C. 
There exists a formula in L,,,,, which, in C, defines F from the sequences a,, 
W% and oB 1 [4, w[p and this for any q < CD. 
If t is any function with domain included in o, we write r_ and t_ for tl,4, _,, 
and t I[~+~. o[7 for 4 < 0. 
Let n <p. There is a formula q in L,,,, such that for any ordinal y: 
Ck[Y EXc-,(P(Yuq3,. * *, YmY,s+m y, %,. . . , ofi,. . . , q?>p.. .)I 
where S#/3. By indiscernibility, we obtain the equivalence: 
Yofi+n+l eX+-+Ywfl+peX. 
This is true for any p > n; hence either X or Xc belongs to &. 
w,-completeness: Let (XP :p < o ) be an o-sequence of elements of FO in HP, 
and let (X, :p < 0) = t(ymB, . . . , Y~o+~, F), for a Skolem term 1. If m, q < w are 
such that n < q < m, then F can be defined from the sequences a,, a#@, and 
(Jpm- 
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Again by indiscernibility, we obtain the equivalence: 
C b Yofi+n+l Epth term of t(yws, . . . , Y,~+~, F) e 
c k Yu$+q Epth therm of t(y,@, . , . , ymp+,, F). 
We have assumed that each XP, p < w, belongs to FB ; therefore {yop+4 : q > n} 
must be included in any term of t(ymP, . . . , Y++~, F). Finally, this yields 
n,,, X, E i$ and completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
The existence of an o,-complete free ultrafilter on & implies the existence of a 
measurable cardinal K 6 A, (cf. Lemma 1.4 below). Hence, if the order-type of A 
is w, we are done. Otherwise we know that there is a measurable cardinal below 
&, for /3 < (Y, but nothing proves that it is not the same one, for all p < LY. To 
avoid this situation, we will define the notion of minimal set of indiscernibles, 
inspired by Silver’s notion of remarkability (cf. [ll] or [5]). 
LetA={y,:6<wcu}, for (Y6mw,, be a set of indiscernibles for C. 
If p < a, we denote by yp any finite sequence of the form 
(Y oP+qj ywp+q+l, . . . P Y~~+~+~-~), and we write 1~~1 for 4 + r. 
The translate tr&) of yp is the finite sequence: 
(Y w/3+q+l* Yw/?+q+z, * . . ) Yop+q+r ). For any k < CO, we set trk+l(yB) = tr(trk(ya)). 
Let us assume now (Y < ol. We consider the sequence of filters F and the 
Skolem Hulls HP, for p < a; associated with A. Let /3 < a and x E HP. If 
x = t(yp, F), for a Skolem term t, then we define trp(x) as follows: trO(x) = 
t(tr(yO), F). Since a: < ol, F is definable in C from A. One can then check that 
trD(x) does not depend on the definition of x. 
Definition. - Let a < o1 and A = {l/s : 6 < wa} be a set of indiscernibles for C. 
A is a minimal set of indiscernibles if, for any p < n, and x in HP such that 
x < ymp, trP(3z) = x. 
- Let A = {ys : 6 < ml} be a set of indiscernibles of order-type wl. A is minimal 
if, for any p < ol, Alo,p = {ys : 6 < o/3} is minimal. 
Lemma 1.2. Let ~11~ w1 and A be a set of indiscernibles of order-type oa. If A is 
minimal, then, for any /3 < a, F$ is a AP-complete ultrafilter in L[F]. 
Proof. By indiscernibility, it suffices to show that: 
L[F] k Fb is Y,B-complete, 
and hence 
HP b F0 is yoS-complete. 
Let T=(XE:g<q), for q<YoB, be a sequence of elements of FP and 
T = t(ys, F) for a Skolem term t. 
We now use the same idea as previously: if Iyg I< r < s and 5 E Ho 5 < q, then 
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we want to prove the equivalence: 
ywp+r E &h term of t(yP, F) G yoP+s E 2jth term of t(yp, F). 
There exist a finite sequence yb and a Skolem term tE such that E = &(yb, F). 
Since c < YUP, we must have tr”(c) = 5, for any k < w. Hence let us take k > s. E 
is thus definable from the yog+P’s for p > s, and from F. 
The expected equivalence is then obtained by indiscernibility of the elements of 
A. This completes the proof of the lemma 0 
Remark. Let A be minimal and p < a. We do not know whether FP is normal. 
Let us consider the mapping rP :A, ---, A,, for p < q defined as follows: 
rJJ(Yf@+i) = Ywp+i if i <p, 
tp(Yop+i) = Yop+i+l if i 2:Ps 
As before, we can extend it to a mapping from H, into itself. One can then 
show that if, for p < o large enough, r,(x) =x whenever x < yoB+pr then $ is 
normal. 
But we have been unable to construct from an arbitrary set of indiscernibles a 
new set of indiscernibles which satisfies this property. 
The last step of the proof is the following: 
Lemma 1.3. Let p G o1 be a cardinal. If there exists a set of indiscernibles for C of 
order-type o,u, then there exists a minimal one of the same order-type. 
Proof. Let p G o1 and A = { y6 : 6 < wp} be a set of indiscernibles. For r~ < y, oV 
is the sequence ( Yoll+n :n < o). 
If p < p, we consider the set QP defined as follows: a E aP if there exist a finite 
sequence ys and a formula Q, in Lul,, such that, for any n < w, 
C k [a is the !x such that CJJ(X, yg, oOan, . . . , odan, . . .)]. 
(! means unique, we assume that yg has the form: (Ywp, Yos+l, . . . , ?/oa+r_l), 
and that up*,, occurs in the definition of a.) 
If we take n 3 lys[ + 1, then by indiscernibility, we have: 
C k [3!x q(x, tr(y&, a,,,, . . . , oaanj . . .)I. 
The indiscernibility of the YV’s implies that this element does not depend on the 
definition of a. Let us denote it by O(a). We notice that, by modifying the 
formula q, we can obtain a complete freedom on the choice of n < w: if 
V,(V;l, $2 uo, . . . 7 vg, . . . , v’p, . . .) is the defining formula of a, then we consider 
the following formula q(v& vi, v,,, . . . , us, . . . , up, . . .): “(vi is a finite sequence 
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of ordinals) nc\6 (us c w x Ord is a function) A (3~ < w such that Range(vi) c 
up(p) and ~(4, VI, uo+ . . . , ugapl . . . , vpap, . . .>I”. 
For any y1< w, we have: 
C k [0(a) is the !x such that I@@, tr(ya), uo_, . . . , CJ~%,,, . . .)I. 
Hence 0(a) belongs to QD, and we can define inductively 13”(a), for any k < o. 
Let us notice that the formula w is such that, for any k, n < w, we have: 
C k [ok(a) is the !x such that ~((x, trk(yp), oOan, . . . , oSsn, . . .)I. 
Let us call uoB the least ordinal g in Qfl such that E < 0(E). There is such an 
element since Y(,,~ E QP and ymP < O(yWywB) = ywg+l. If u,@ is defined by: 
WUWS is the !x such that ~(x, yg, oOan, . . . , oaan, . . .)], 
then, for any p < o, we set uop+P = OpIyflI(u,B). 
We will assume throughout this proof that, for all p < p, cpB has the property of 
the formula q defined above: for any k, n < w, 
C L [e”(u,,) is the !x such that ~P((x, trk(yp), ooan, . . . , oaa,,, . . .)I. 
Let us show now that the order-type of the set {z+, : 6 < up} is SOP. 
By indiscernibility of the y6’s and because of the definition of u,@, u,@ < 
e(u,,) implies ek(uwp) < 0 k+l(~,p), for any k < o. Hence u,~+~ < uop+P+l for 
allp<w. 
Let us check now that uwp f uo6, for /3 f 6. There are two formulas qD, vs in 
L w,o, and two finite sequences yP, ys which define uwP and umg in the way 
described above. Let n 3 ]yp] + 1. If we assume uoB = u,~, then we have: 
Cktlx [Q(X, yfi, cJganr.. . , (Ttlant.. .)‘-qb(x, YS? ax=n7.. . J ~qat,. . .)I 
(the n’s occurring in ~7~ may be different from the ones in cp,, but this does not 
matter). This gives by indiscernibility: 
CkVx [qa(x, tr(y,), uOan, . . . , oqant . . .b+ q+(x, Ys, GOVE, . . . , orlsn, . . .)I. 
We thus obtain O(u,,) = uWg and e(u,,) = umP which contradicts the definition of 
U oP. Hence ucup # u,~, for /I # 6. 
Let us assume uwp < u,~. If p < w, by taking IZ 3 (p + 1) (ya(, we would show 
U wg+p<Uo& 
Since ~4 is a cardinal, we have obtained a new set Z = {u,~+, :p < y, n < o} of 
order-type 2 UP, 
Claim 1. Z is a set of indiscernibles for C. 
Proof. (The fact that we may have u,~ > u,~, for p < 6, does not play any role.) 
If p <p, let Is = {u,~+,:I~ < w}. Let s E [I]“‘* and let sP, for /I < ,u, be the 
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increasing enumeration of Zs II Range(s). We fix now /3 < ,u. Let 8; E [Z,lGw be so 
that sp =f~b. If r < o is such that r E Domain&) and ~a,~ = ~l;,~, we want to 
prove that for any formula ~1 in L,,,,, we have the equivalence: 
As for Proposition 1.1, this will be sufficient to show that Z is a new set of 
indiscernibles . 
For any 6 < ~1, umg is defined by the formula Q)~, from the finite sequence y6. 
Let 4 < w be so that sup&(r), s;(r)) = u~~+(~_~). We thus set ~~ = Iyp( q. 
If6<pands,=(u Ws+ka: n < length@,)), it is possible to define the sequence 
(kz : n < length@,)) by a foimula in L,,,,. 
If k < w, we know that, for any rz < o, 
C k [%+k is the !x such that qs(x, trklYal(y,), oO*“t * . . > opn, * . . >I. 
-Let S#@. ys is definable from a,, we can thus consider that sg is definable 
from oBanO and the o,,‘s, 11 f p. 
- Let us deal now with p. If it 3 r + 1, then we have kfla q. If k 2 q, then the 
least element of trklYfil(ys) is yklypl which is 3 yop+no. k 5 q thus implies that 
trklY@l(yp) is definable from k and opanO, and hence that u,~+~ is definable from k, 
oBSno and the ovano, for rl# p. We finally obtain a definition of sp,, in function 
of ~fizVlo and a,,, for r~ # ~3. Let 
Splr+l- - tu w,?+k, ..* f U op+k,B) and s&,+~= b~+~, . . . 7 U,p+,,). 
We have q >sup(kf, m,). All u,a+k, for k < q, can be defined by the same 
formula in L,,,,, from the Y,~+~‘s where p E [k jysl, (k + 1) Iypj[, upan and the 
o/s, r f P. The yop+p ‘s occurring in the definition of the u,~+~‘s, k < q, are in 
disjoint blocks. 
The expected equivalence is thus finally obtained by indiscernibility of the 
elements of the original set A. This completes the proof of the claim. •i 
Claim 2. Z is a minimal set of indiscernibles for C. 
Proof. Let I = {ug : 6 < cop}. For p < ,u, rp is the increasing enumeration of the 
set Z = {u,~+,:~z < o}. 
To include the two cases p G w and p = ol, let us take a = p if ~4 G CO and 
CY < w1 arbitrary otherwise, and let us show that Zloa = {us : 6 < WCY} is minimal. 
F, HLIFl(ZP U {F}) = HP, and trp, for /3 < a; are the natural notions defined 
from I. 
Let p < (Y be fixed. If 6 < uwp and 5 E HO, we want to prove that tr,(E) = E. Let 
?$ = t(ua, F) where t is a Skolem term and ua = (uwB, . . . , u,~+,_.~ ) for r < w. 
There exists a formula Q, E L,,,, such that for any rz < w: 
C k [E is the !x such that Q~(x, up, rOSn, . . . , r6_, . . .)] 
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where 6 < (Y. Since trP($) = t(tr(up), F), we have also for any IZ < o 
(*) CL [tr,(E) is the !x such that C&Y, tr(up), roan, . . . , ts,,, . . .)] 
Let US show first that there exists a formula 111 in L,,,,, and a finite sequence 
r; = (Yw@ Yop+1, . . . 7 yoa+s_l) such that for any n < ITO, 
CL [g is the !x such that V(x, yb, oOanr . . . , ollan, . . .)I 
(the q’s are not necessarily <a, but their number is countable). 
For any 6 < a, let qs and ys be so that, if k, n < co, 
C L [u,~+~ is the !x such that qs(x, trklynl(y6), oOan, . . . , o,,=~, . . .>I. 
Applying this for 6 = /3, we obtain: 
CL [~lg is the !x such that (X is a sequence of length r) and 
(Vk<r, qO(x(k), trklyal(Yp), oOan, . . . , oIIant . . .)>I. 
This is true for any n < co. 
lypl is a natural number and can be expressed in the formula. If we set 
r;= (Y,@. . . > Y~~+(+~J)-~ >, then th ere is a definable function f such that, for 
any k < r, trkly@l (yO) =f(k, yk): let u be a finite sequence and k < w. 
(u(q):kly,l ~q <(k + l)lyoj) 
f(k u) = { o 
if this is ‘meaningful’, 
otherwise. 
Hence uB belongs to the set “lip we have considered in the construction of I. 
Let us deal now with the terms ts, 6 < ac. Let 6 < LY. There exists a definable 
function g such that, for any n d k, trkbal(y,) = g(k, cam_) (because trklysl(y,) = 
(o,,,(q) : kly, t s q < (k + ~)IY~F 1 )h 
Let us consider now the formula vs (v, uo, . . . , url, . . .) defined from the 
formula q6(v’, ZJ”, vo, . . . , v,,, . . . ) as follows: “(v /x\, v, are functions with 
domain c w) A (domain(v) = domain( A (Vk E domain( cp6(v(k), g(k, vg), 
vu,, . . . , I&’ . . . 1)“. 
For any n < w, we have: 
C k [r*,, is the !x such that v6(x, uO_, . . . , oOan, . . .)]. 
It suffices now to replace uB and tS2,, 6 < cu, by their expression in function of y; 
and 07a”n, n < o1 (only a countable number of n occur), to get the expected 
formula 1/1 which defines g. 
We can thus consider O(E) defined by: for yt 2 Iybl+ 1, 
C k [O(g) is the !x such that ~(x, tr(yl;), oO_, . . . , oq_, . . .)]. 
Let us check that 13lYfi1(5) = trP (5). trB (6) is defined by ( * ). We have seen that ua 
belongs to the set 4!$. Because of the definition of the rg_,‘s we have just 
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obtained, all we have to show is that @l(uL3) = tr(up). u,~ is defined by: 
C k [ZQ is the !x such that (x is a sequence of length I) and 
(Vk <r, V&(k), f(k, Y[j, oOz?n, . . . ) up,* .))I. 
One checks easily that, for k < r, f(k, trivaI(y;) = tr@+‘)lypi(yB). This yields: 
C k [@‘“l(z+,) is the !x such that (x is a sequence of length r) 
and (Vk <r, q~/~(x(k), tr(k+l)‘yfl’(yP), G~=,~, . . . , ova,,, . . .))I. 
Hence 
61yfiI(ug) = (~,~+~+i : k < r) = tr(u,). 
We have thus obtained Olyal(c) = tr,(Q. By definition of u,~, E < u,,~ implies 
O(E) = & and finally tr,(E) = E. 
Hence I is minimal and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to apply 
1.3. 0 
0 
Lemmas 1.2 and 
Remark. If A is a set of ordinals of order-type o, we can consider a weaker 
notion of indiscernibility for C and L,,O: for any S, s’ E [A]” such that s=~s’, and 
for any formula 47 in L,,,, we have C k q(s) cf p?(s’). 
We thus obtain: 
Proposition 1.3. The following assertions are equiconsistent: 
(a) There exists a measurable cardinal. 
(b) There is a set of indiscernibles for C and L,,,,, of order-type co. 
(c) There exists an elementary embedding from C into itself. 
Proof. (a) + (b) has already been proved. 
(b) + “there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal”: In Lemma 1.1, the 
use of the language L,,,,, is not necessary if the order-type of the set of 
indiscernibles is w (or up, for p < CO). Hence L[F] F F f~ L[F] is w,-complete. We 
will then apply the following result (which we give in its most general form for a 
future application): 
Lemma 1.4 (in [5] for Y = mr). Let Y 2 wl. If there is a v-complete free ultrafilter 
on K, then there is a measurable cardinal p such that v < p G K. 
(a) + (c): If U is a K-ultrafilter, then the restriction jUlc is elementary from C 
into itself. 
(c) + “there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal”: Let j: C+ C be 
elementary. If K is the critical point of j, and K, = j"(K), for n < cc), are the 
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iterates of K, then we define the filter F on A = SUP{K,, : n < co} as follows: let 
XcA. 
XEF iff EInVpSnn,,EX. 
Thus &IF,: L[F]+ L[F] IS e ementary, 1 and by usual Kunen’s arguments (cf. [7]), 
one can show that F n L[F] is a h-ultrafilter in L[F]. 0 
LetA={y,:?j<oa}, for LY<W,, be a set of indiscernibles for C and L,,,,,,,. 
We have seen that under some conditions of minimality, the associated model 
L[P] has measurable cardinals. 
_ If a = 1, then for any set of indiscernibles, 
L[F] k there exists a measurable cardinal. 
_ Let a=p<o and Ak=sup{y,,,k+n: y1< o}, for all k <p. One can show that 
if (A”,..., A,-,) or (uol ye,,, . . . t Yoti,-l) > is minimal for the lexicographic 
ordering, 
L[ ( Fk : k < p )] k there are p measurable cardinals. 
- When a = o, there is no canonical well-ordering of “‘Ord, but we have the 
following: 
Proposition 1.4. lf A = {y,, : 6 < ww} is u set of indiscernibles for C and L,,,,,,, 
such that sup(A) is minimal, then the associated model L[F] satisfies “there exist w 
measurable cardinals”. 
Proof. For p < w, let A,, &, and let F be the usual notions defined from A. 
By Lemma 1.1, we know that, for each p < w, 
If there 
n < 0, 
then we 
L[F] k 4, is an w,-complete free ultrafilter on A,,. 
exists a strictly increasing sequence (&(,,,:n < w) such that, for each 
L[F] k there is a measurable cardinal ,u such that &(nj s p < hp(,?+ ,), 
are done. 
Hence let us assume there is n,, < w such that for all p > no, 
L[F] k there is no measurable cardinal p such that A,,,, G p G &. 
Let us show that in this case, we can construct a new set of indiscernibles 
A’ = {q6 : 6 < coo} such that sup(A’) G A,,,,. This will contradict the minimality of 
sup(A). 
Lemma 1.4 implies that, for any p > n,,, 
L[F] b &, is not h,,-complete. 
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For p < o, let HP = HLrF1( { yop+n : n < w} U {F}). trP is the usual mapping from 
HP into itself. 
Let p > n,. We have shown in the proof of Lemma 1.2 that if tr,(E) = 5, for all 
5 < yap, then 5 is l/wp -complete. One can prove, by using the same arguments, 
that if tr,(g) = g, for all 5 <A,, then $ is &,-complete. Hence there exists 
ap <A,, in HP such that tr,(ap) f gyp. We must have tr,(ap) > apyp, otherwise we 
would obtain a strictly decreasing w-sequence. 
If ap = t(y,, F), for a Skolem term t, we set, for k < w, v,_,+~ = t$Y~l(~~). By 
indiscernibility, ap < A,, implies that q,p+k < il,, for all k < o. 
If we define such elements qwp+k, for all p > n,, we will obtain a new set 
A’ = {s,~+~:P > n,, k < o}. Same arguments as before would show that A’ is a 
set of indiscernibles for C, the order-type of which is at least wo, and such that 
sup(A’) G A,,. This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
The indiscernibles constructed in Proposition 1 .l, were iterates of measurable 
cardinals. Conversely we are interested now in large cardinal properties of the 
indiscernibles. 
Proposition 1.5. Zf A is a minimal set of indiscernibles of order-type oa, for 
a<% then all the elements of A are Mahlo and limits of Mahlo cardinals in 
WI* 
Proof. Let A = {ys : 6 < ma}, A, = {Y~~+~: n < w} and HP = HL[q(A, U {I;}), 
for /3 < (Y. 
Let B < (Y be fixed. The indiscernibility of the elements of A implies that 
trs : HP + HP is an elementary embedding. Since A is minimal, the critical point of 
trD is ymO. We can thus use classical arguments [5, Lemma 28.71 to prove that, in 
HP, yWg is regular and the set of regular cardinals below ‘yws is stationary. Let us 
assume now that ywg is not inaccessible in HP: 
H, b 3~ < Y-~ zP 2 Y+ 
We choose such an element p0 in HP. For all n < w, by applying tr$ we obtain: 
H B L 29(p”) 2 y,@+,. 
But for all n < o, t$(po) = p,,, and this would give 2ti03 il,, which is impossible 
since A, is measurable in HP. 
Hence yap is Mahlo in H,. Since ymfl is the critical point of trp, yes must be 
Mahlo limit of Mahlo cardinals in HO, and hence in L[F] also. 
Finally, by indiscernibility, we conclude that all the elements of A are Mahlo 
limits of Mahlo cardinals in L[F]. 0 
Concerning measurability, we have the following: 
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Proposition 1.6. Zf A = { y,, : n < w } is a minimal set of indiscernibles, then there is 
a transitive model of ZFC in which y,, is measurable. 
Proof. Let F be the usual filter on A = sup(A) and F = F fl L[F]. Since A is 
minimal, 
L[F] k 3L is measurable. 
Let HO be the Skolem Hull HLIFl(A U {F}) and tr, : Ho+ Ho. Since trO(cu) = cu, for 
(Y < yO in H,,, we have: 
HO b Vd~y~, . . . , ap < y. [dq, . . . , ap, Y, F) - Q)(w~, . . . , up, tdy), F)l 
for any y in [A]‘” and any formula Q, in L,,. Hence 
L[F] kVa,, . . . , 9 <y. [q,(ao, . . . , q,, y, p) -v(%, . . . , a,,, h(y), F)]. 
Let us consider H1 = ~~‘~1 (yO UA U {F}) and the embedding i from H1 into itself 
defined as follows: for a Skolem term t, y in [A]‘” and (Ye, . . . , a,, < yo, 
i(t(cuO, . . . , ‘yp y, F)) = f(%, . * . , ap, tr,(y), F). Because of the previous equiv- 
alence, i is elementary. 
Let H2 c HI be the Skolem Hull HLIEl(yoU {F}). ilHz is the identity. We use 
now the same kind of arguments as Kunen (in [7, Theorem 6.91). Since 
i(yJ = yn+l, for all n < CO, every ordinal q such that yO G q < A is moved by i. 
This implies that there are no ordinals in [yO, A[fl Hz. Let n: H,+ A4 be the 
transitive collapse isomorphism of Hz. x-l:M-+ L[F] is elementary and 
n-l(y,) = il. Hence yO is measurable in M, and this concludes the proof. q 
Remark. Let A be a set of ordinals of order-type oa, for a 6 wl. We could 
consider a similar notion of indiscernibility for the elements of A, with respect to 
L[A] instead of C. It is thus possible to obtain corresponding expressions of 
Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.1 (with some precautions since L[A] is not 
necessarily closed under w-sequences). 
If there is an inner model of the universe with a measurable cardinal, then 
there is also an inner model of C with a measurable cardinal. But when C satisfies 
the axiom of choice, there cannot be any measurable cardinal in C. The proof is 
the same as for L: let us assume K is the least measurable cardinal in C, and U is 
a K-ultrafilter in C. We thus obtain an elementary embedding jr/- from C into its 
ultrapower modulo U: Ult,(C). But Ult,(C) is included in C, and is an inner 
model closed under countable sequences. Hence Ult,(C) is C. Since ju is 
elementary from C into itself, C would satisfy both “K is the least measurable 
cardinal” and “jU(K) is the least measurable cardinal”. We have thus obtained a 
contradiction. 
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On the contrary, if AC does not hold in C, there can be a measurable cardinal 
in C. Let us mention the following result: 
Theorem 1.2 (Mitchell) Con(ZF + DC + AD) 3 Con(ZFC + “C 1 X, is meas- 
urable”). 
2. The covering property 
Continuing our analogy with L, we will deal now with the covering property. 
Definition. C satisfies the covering property if, for any set of ordinals X, there 
exists a set Y in C such that 1 Y] = ) “Xl and X c Y. 
The following result is a consequence of Kunen’s proof converning the negation 
of the axiom of choice in C [9]. 
Proposition 2.1. If there exist o, measurable cardinals, then C does not satisfy the 
covering property. 
Proof. Let A = {K~: CY < ml} be the set of the wr measurable cardinals. We will 
show that A is the expected set which cannot be covered by any set in C of 
cardinality Xy. 
Let us assume there exists B in C such that A c B and ]B\ = KY. We give 
without proof (cf. [9]) the following result: 
Lemma 2.1 (Kunen). For each x E G, there are at most countably many 
measurable cardinals K such that, for a K-ultrafilter U, j”(x) is different from x. 
(This is a consequence of the fact that only a finite number of measurable 
cardinals can move a given ordinal.) 
Hence there is a < o, such that, if U, is a rca-ultrafilter, jUO(B) = B. Since K~ 
is inaccessible, Xp is <K~. This implies that j,(B) = jo""B. We thus obtain 
jo*“B = B and a contradiction since K a E B. 
Hence A cannot be covered and the proof is complete 0 
A natural question concerns the necessity of a large cardinal hypothesis as the 
existence of co, measurable cardinals. 
Fact. Let 6<w, and V=L[(LJ,:y<c?)] where (~Y:y<c5) is an increasing 
sequence of measurable cardinals and U, is a KY-ultrafilter, for each y < 6. For any 
set of ordinals X in V, one can construct a set Y in C such that Xc Y and 
1x1 = IYI. 
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Proof. Starting with J?, we iterate o times the K”-ultrafilter U,, then o times the 
ultrafilter i,y;(U,) on i,$(~i) = K~, and so on; at limit steps, we take direct limits. 
We denote by i,,, : V + N,! for n E Ord, the natural embedding from V into its 7th 
iterated ultrapower, modulo this process. 
Let s 6 “hOrd be the sequence defined by: s(my + n) = iO,,,y+n(KY), for y< 6 
and n < co. We have 
4,,h = L[iOcob((Uy: Y< a)>1 =~[(i~,,,~(~,):Y<~)l. 
Let y < 6. One can easily show that the critical point of i~,l(.~,+lj con from Nco(.,+,) 
into NIuh is K~+' whicll is >iO~,,o,+,~(KY). Hence iOc,,h (U.,) = iOn,o,+l~(~~,). Let F,, 
be the filter on iococu+I,(KY) defined from the sequence (iOcu.J+,z(K)‘):n < co). We 
have: 
This implies that NC,,* = L[ (F, : y < S)] and hence that NcUh c L[s]. 
Let us check now that ‘“L[s] c L[s]. This will yield L[s] = C = Ncl,d[s]. Since 
L[s] satisfies AC, it suffices to prove ‘“Ord c L[s]. Let X = {x, : n < o}. For each 
IZ < o, there is E,, finite included in WS and f,, E E,xOrd such that x,, = 
i,lrr,hK)(~&. io,6((f, :n < 0)) = (&&6):~ < 0) belongs to N,oh. Hence the 
sequence (4&.M~~E,) :II < o) belongs to L[s]. 
Let us consider now a set of ordinals X = {xu : CY < A}, for a cardinal A. We 
want to find a set Y in C such that Xc Y and IX\= IY\. 
If /3 = sup{&,,(a) : cv < A}, let us check that I/3( = ;i. One can easily show by 
induction that, for any ordinals n and E < 6, 
We exhaust now all the different cases for the position of il: 
(a) h < K(): in this case p = A. 
(b) There exists y < 6 such that KG d A S K~+,. Hence if LY < A, then 
li,,,,(a)l s lalKy G sup(~,T, ] al+) c A (because V F GCH). We obtain ID] = A. 
(c) There exists y limit <6 such that SUP{K~: 0 < y} <i\. <K-,. We have 
(iOcoh(m)( S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S sup((a~Y(+, (sup{~, : 0 < y})‘) d A, for a <)3. 
(d) There is y limit ~6 such that sup{~, : 8 < y} = A. Since iOwh(~H) < (2Q)’ < 
~~+i, we obtain /J = h. 
Hence in all the cases, I@] = A. 
For LY < h, let f, and E, finite included in WS be such that x, = iOcooh~m)(.qE,). 
;;t J>= ~O~“D ( (f, : &<A)>= v:,:r~k4~)) and E’=i Ou,h((& : w < A)) = 
1 . iOroh(A)). f’ and E’ belong to NC”,<>. We can thus define, in NC,,* [s], 
Y =” V;(S,~.) : q < /3}. Let us check that, if a <A, then x, E Y. If LY’ = iOcoh(a), 
then a’ <$ and i,,,,(f,) =fb,, iOroh(Em) = Ek,. Since E, c cm3 and 6 <o,, 
iooh(Ea) = E,. Therefore f:,,(sjt,,) = io,hcf,)(sl,) = xN, for all (Y < h, and X is 
included in Y. 
Since ]Y] = I/3] = h, the proof of the fact is complete. 0 
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Hence the strength of the large cardinal assumption which is needed to violate 
the covering property for C, seems to be at least the existence of u)i measurable 
cardinals. 
Proposition 2.2. If there is a compact cardinal, then C does not satisfy the covering 
property. 
(Hence it is possible to violate the covering property with only one measurable 
cardinal in the universe.) 
Proof. We have seen in [12] that when K is 2K-compact, there exists an 
elementary embedding j : V + M with critical point K such that “A4 c M and 
“1M + M. 
Let thus X be a set of ordinals of cardinality X, such that X# M. We claim that 
X cannot be covered by a set Y in M such that ]Y] = KY. Let us assume this is 
false and there is Y in M such that Xc Y and (Y( = Xy. Since (Y( < K, there exist 
a sequence o and a < K so that: 
M F o is an enumeration of Y of length a. 
We then consider the set A = (6 < (Y: a(P) E X}. Since the critical point of j is K, 
we have P”(N) = P(a) and hence A E M. This implies X E M and yields a 
contradiction. 
Since “M c M, (C)” is simply C. Hence X cannot be covered in C either, and 
this completes the proof. 0 
The covering theorem for C is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. If C does not satisfy the covering property, then for any a < ul, 
there is an inner model with cx measurable cardinals. 
(The theorem is true even if the axiom of choice does not hold in the universe: let 
X be a counterexample to the covering property. It suffices to argue in L[X].) 
Proof. Let r be the least ordinal such that there exists Xc r which cannot be 
covered by any set in C of cardinality (XI’O. We set ,U = [ z(+, and as in [B], we 
define by induction the following classes: 
K, = {Y : Y strong limit cardinal, Y > 2p and cf(v) > p}, 
K ,+,={YEK~:JK~~YJ=Y}, and 
K,, = n KY if 11 is a limit ordinal. 
Y<V 
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We then set, 
for n <a,, r, = the least element of K,,, and 
forp<o,, AB={~wS+n:l~n<o}, hp=sup(AB). 
Let m < wi be fixed. If A = {Y~+~: q < W(Y), we consider in L[A] the usual filter 
FB on h,, for /3 < cy: let Xc A,, 
XEF~ iff 3r~Vp>ny~~+~~X. 
Let F denote the sequence ( FP : /3 < a). If rl< ocr, we consider the Skolem Hull 
H, of K,, U {A} in L[A]. Let it, be the transitive collapse isomorphism of H,. 
Definition. Let M be a transitive model of ZFC, and let x > w. A set D c P”(x) 
is termed a weak M-ultrafilter on x if D satisfies the following: 
(a) D is a free ultrafilter on P”(x). 
(b) D is ‘M-complete’: ifp<xand(XE:E<p)EMissuchthatXEED,forall 
E<p, then n{X,:E<P} E D. 
(We do not require that {E :X, E D} E M whenever (X, : E <x) E 44, as in [7]; 
hence D is not necessarily iterable.) 
By arguments of [12, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.41, we can show: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (x, : q < oa) be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals such 
that, for q < ocx, w1 =S x,, < ,u. If, f or each 11 < wa, there exists a weak L[n,,(A)]- 
ultrajilter D, on xv such that arbitrary countable intersections of elements of D,, are 
nonempty, then, for any p < IX, 
L[F] k F, n L[F] is a il,-ultrajilter. 
Hence the proof of the theorem consists of the construction of these ultrafilters. 
We adapt Silver’s proof of Jensen’s theorem. In the case of L, the aim is to obtain 
an elementary embedding k : L, + L, * such that 161 is greater than its critical 
point. Our goal will be to construct O(Y elementary embeddings k,, : L, [xv (A)] * 
L6*[Bv], for rl< oa, such that 6 2 (sup(A)]+, and the sequence of critical points 
(x~:~J<wcu) i s s ric t. tl y increasing and satisfies o1 6 x,, < p, for all n < wcy. This 
will yield the weak L[n,(A)]-ultrafilter D,,, for rl < 0~. The closure of C under 
countable sequences and the construction will establish the clause about 
countable intersections. 
Silver’s proof of Jensen’s theorem is clearly exposed in [4], we keep the same 
notation and some elements of the plan. We present here only essential steps of 
the proof for C (both to reduce its length and to stress the points which are 
specific to C); the proofs which are omitted here can be found in [13]. 
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In the attempt to pass from L to C, there are two candidates for the role of L,, 
CT E Ord: both C, and L,[A] where A is a countable set of ordinals. C, is 
inconvenient since it lacks a ‘nice’ well-ordering, but has the advantage of some 
closure under countable sequences, L,[A] is canonically well-ordered and very 
similar to L,. The whole proof will reflect this alternative. 
Let us consider now the language consisting of the relations =, E , and the 
unary predicate A. We can define the notion of _& formula, n < w, for this 
language. 
(M, X), where X c M, is a model of this language if M k &a) is interpreted as 
a EX. By (M, X) <,, (M’, X’), we denote the fact that (M, X) is a ,YZn submodel 
of (M’, X’). 
Lemma 2.3. Let (Y B o and (M, A f’ M) <, (LJA], A fl L,[A]). Zf either (a is 
limit) or (cv = /3 + 1 and j3 E M), then there is y d a such that n : (M, A fl M) = 
(L,[n”A n M], n’A fl M) where n is the collapsing isomorphism of M. 
When there is no ambiguity, we will often write L,[A] for (L, [A], A fl 
LLJI). 
Let 6 E Ord, A be a set of ordinals and Xc L, [A]. By using the well-ordering 
of L[A], we can construct, for n < w, the E,, Skolem Hull of X in L, [A], denoted 
by H,brA(X) (i.e, the closure of X under Skolem functions of & formulas). One 
can show that, for n < cc), 
(H:sA(X), A fIH$“(X)) -c~ (L6[A], A n L,[A]). 
Let A be a countable set of ordinals, 11, 6 be two ordinals such that ~1) < 11 d 6 
and n < CO. Following Jensen’s and Silver’s ideas, we define a directed system 
SzaA (11) of structures of the form (L, [B], B fl L, [B]). 
Definitions. (a) Let 0 < n < w. The set of indices of the system, Zz,A(~) is the set 
of all pairs (a, P), where w < N < q and P)# P c L, [A] is a finite set. If 6 = Y + 1, 
we add the requirement Y E P. 
We partially order ZfxA (r) as follows: 
(a, P)s(/~, Q) iff a<P and PcQ. 
For (a, P) E Z:A(q), let us consider H,brA(, U P). Since 
(H~~A(~UP),A~H,b~A(~UP))<,(L6[A],AnL,[A]), 
by Lemma 2.3, it follows that there is p such that 
zH;,~((u u P) = L&“(A r-WH,“~“(a u P))] 
where n is the transitive collapse isomorphism. 
If (a, P) = i, let us write p = p”(i), x-l = CJ~ and n”(A fl H~~A(~ U P)) =A(ii. 
04 : L,A&Vi>l- L6 [Al is a Z;, embedding (with the natural interpretation of A 
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in L,ACi,[A(i)]. The structures we are considering in S”aA(q) are the L,,A~~) 
for i E ZfzA (r ). Th e embeddings o$, for i G i’, are deined by a”-. = (a A )‘A(?.1’ 'o * 
If i = (a, P), i’ = (0, Q) and i d i’, then & U P c /?I U Q, and hence &$A(~ I’ 
P) c H,h,A(@ U Q), so that c~$ is well defined. We obtain also that 
is a &, embedding, and for i c i’ c i”, CJ$,~,.O ufiS = c$~~~. 
We have thus defined a directed system. 
(b) Let now n = 0. The set of indices Zi,A(q) is the set of triples (p, cw, P) 
where w G p < 6, u s LY < r~, LY d p and 0 f P c L,, [A] is a finite set. If p = Y + 1, 
then VEP. 
The partial ordering is the following: 
(K my, P) d (y, B, Q> iff &c/3, PcQand(pEQory=Y). 
For i = (,a, a, P) in I$” (q), we consider ZY~B~ (a U P). As before, we obtain a 2’, 
embedding of : L,A,,[A(i)]-+ L, [A]. We can check that, for i d i’, ofi, = (a;4)-‘0 
CJ~ is a 2(, embedding from L,a(;,[A(i)] into L,A(,.,[A(i’)]. 
(c) Finally, let n = o. The set of indices Z:“(q) is the set of triples (k, (Y, P) 
where O<k<w, w~a<q and O#PcL,[A] is a finite set. If 6=~+1, we 
require v E P. 
The partial ordering is defined as follows: 
(k,a,P)~(m,/$Q) iff kam,n~pandPcQ. 
The structures and embeddings are defined like in the case 0 < y1 < w, except that 
for (k, a; P) EZRA, we consider HzzA(a U P). Let i = (k, a, P). Then 
of : L,ACiIIA(i)]-+ L, [A] is a & embedding, and if i s i’, then o$, : L,AO,[A(i)]-+ 
L,,A(,,,[A(i’)] is a .Xk embedding too. 
Let II d o. We say that SzsA (q) is below y, for some limit ordinal y > w is for 
all i E ZizA(~), p”(i) < y. One can show that in this case, for any i s i’ in Zi,*(t~), 
a;;, E c,. 
Definition. Let S$“(~Z) be below y, and let j : C, 4 C,, be an elementary 
embedding. We can define a directed system denoted by j(S$“(q)) as follows: 
the set of indices remains the same, and for i E I$” (q), we consider the structure 
(Lj,,ACj,,b(A(i))], j(A(i))). Let i ai’ in Iis”( If UC, is a & embedding, then 
j(o=‘,,) is also a .JYk embedding. For is i’ G i”, we have: j(u~,,.,)oj(a$,) =j(a$). 
Hence this system is directed. 
Concerning direct limits of systems of L,[B]‘s, we have the following result: 
Lemma 2.4. Let Z be a partially ordered set, and let S be the directed system 
{L,[Ai], ei,i, : i s i’ E Z} where cv, > w, and for i 6 i’, 8, i.: L,,[A,]+ L,.[A,,] is a 
-IT,, embedding. Zf the direct limit of S is well-founded,’ then it is isomorphic to 
L,[A], for some ordinal a and a set A. 
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We recall that r is the least ordinal such that there exists a set of ordinals X c t 
which cannot be covered by any set in C of cardinality IX]“‘. We thus consider 
such a set X. A basic element of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following: 
Lemma 2.5. There exist a limit ordinal y > o1 and an elementary embedding 
k : C, + C, satisfying: 
(1) X c k”y, 
(2) lyI=2 I”43 
(3) For any countable set of ordinals A, if 6 2 y and n s o are such that (6 is 
limit or n > 0), and if S:,“(y) is below y, then the direct limit of k(S,6,A(y)) is 
well-founded. 
Proof. We will show that there is an elementary embedding satisfying (1) and 
(2), and will outline (very briefly) the proof of (3). 
For each 13 G ol, we define inductively an elementary embedding je : C,,,+ C,, 
for Ye > Wl limit ordinal. We denote M, = jenCy,+. Let 
&cl, * * . , $s, . . . , Yo, f * * 7 Yu, . . .), for p < E, y < 7 and E, n < wr, be a formula 
of the language L,,,, (constructed from the predicates E and =). Given a 
sequence ( aY : y < rl) such that {a,, : y < n} c C,, if there is a sequence (b, : /II < 
E) such that 
C, L q(b,, . . . , b,, . . . , ao, . . . , a,,, . . .), 
we can choose in V such a sequence. 
Hence by introducing each time the elements of the chosen sequence, we can 
define an extended notion of Skolem Hull, for the language L,,,, (we obtain a 
chain of sets of length wi, and the Skolem Hull is its union). 
If Y c C,, let us denote by Hz(Y) the Skolem Hull of Y in C,. Exactly like for 
the language L,,, one shows that Hzl(Y) Kol C, (this means that H2,( Y) is an 
elementary substructure of C, for L,,,,). 
Since X c r, we necessarily have t 2 w2. We can thus consider MO = H,$((o,+ 
1) U X) (this is Hz(X)). We will then apply Chang’s result (cf. [ 1, Theorem VI): 
let 7 be a limit ordinal. If M<,, C,, and w1 E M, then there is (Y G n such that 
M = C,. 
Since r is obviously limit, we obtain an elementary embedding jo: C,,+ C, such 
that j,,“C,, = MO. 
We assume now that 8’ = 8 + 1 and we have constructed je : C,,, + C,. Let 
M, = jB”Cye. 
Let a pair (n, q) such that IZ < o and w < n < ye be fixed. If there are 6 > n 
and a countable set B c 6 such that 
(a) SzB(r]) is below ye, 
(b) the direct limit of the system je(S:“(n)) is not well-founded, 
then we can find two sequences (a”, : m < w ) and (i: : m < o ) such that, for each 
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Let (c) be the statement: 161 C lye/. F or each pair (6, B) which satisfies (a), (b) 
and (c), we choose a corresponding sequence (u: : m < u). Let N,,, rl) be the set 
of the elements of these sequences. 
We then consider Ne = U {NC,,, ) : n G w and o < q s ye}. 
Let M,,, = Hz(A4, UN,) and let jB+i: C,,+,+ C, be the corresponding 
elementary embedding such that jB+l”Cye+, =Me+1. 
If 8’ < wi is a limit ordinal, then we set M,, = Hz,( lJ {MB : 19 < f3’}). We thus 
obtain j,?: C,,.+= C, and jB~“Cye~ = MO,. 
If 8’ = col, it suffices to set M,, = IJ {M,: 8 < toI}. We obtain ju,:Cy,,* C, 
such that ju,“Cyo, = M,,. 
Our aim is to show that j,, satisfies the properties of the lemma. Since 
Xc M,, = jwl”Cy, and X is a set of ordinals, we must have X cjo,“yo, and (1) 
holds. Let us now’show by induction on 8 s wr, that (M, 1 = Jx[~o. 
If we consider a Skolem Hull Hz(Y) for an arbitrary set Y c C,, we easily see 
that (H$l(Y)( = (YIKo. K,. We thus have lMol = IXIKo. Let us assume lMBl = (X(““. 
Given a pair (n, q) such that IZ 4 o and o < q c ye, let us count the number of 
pairs (6, B) we may have considered in the construction of Me+l. Since B is 
countable, B c 6 and (61~ (ye (, we have at most (ye (‘0 such pairs. By induction 
hypothesis, Iys I G IM, I = IXI’o; h ence we may consider at most IXJ’o pairs. Since 
we introduce o elements for each pair (6, B), we obtain IN,,, rljl 6 IXI’o. On the 
other hand, we have (ye ( pairs (n, n); hence (No ( c IX(‘o. We finally obtain: 
(Me+ll = (H$l(M, U NB)I = (MB U N,(‘o = (X(xo. 
Let us assume now that 8’ 4 o1 is a limit ordinal, and for each 0 < 8’, 
IM, 1 = lXI”o. S ince (Xl 2 X1, this yields also IMet ) = JXlxo. We thus obtain 
lC,J = Ijol”Cy, ) = lM,,l = )Xlxo. Since ya, c Cyol’ (2) is satisfied. 
The central idea for dealing with (3) . IS inspired from the proof for L. Let us 
assume A is a countable set of ordinals, 6 limit or n > 0 are such that S2”(yw,) is 
below yw,, and the direct limit of j,,(S,(y,,)) is not well-founded. One can thus 
show that there exist 0 < ol, a countable set of ordinals 2 and two ordinals ij c 6 
such that: 
(a) S$“( 3) is below yB, 
(b) the direct limit of je(S$“(?j)) is not well-founded, 
(c) 14 s IYe I. 
Hence by construction, we must have introduced in M,,, a counter-example to 
the well-foundedness of je (S:“(q)). By Silver’s arguments, this counterexample 
produces in turn a counterexample to the well-foundedness of L6[A]. Hence (3) 
must be satisfied also. Cl 
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Lemma 2.6. Let y > U, be a limit ordinal and let k : C, -+ C, be an elementary 
embedding so that (3) of Lemma 2.5 is satisfied. Let 6 2 y and 0 < n G o be so that 
6 is limit or n > 1. If A is a countable set of ordinals such that Szfl (y) is below y, 
then there exist an ordinal 6*, a countable set of ordinals B and a & embedding 
E: LJA]+ L,.[B] such that f,,, = k,,, (if n = w, n - 1 means w and L is 
elementary). 
The proof is very similar to Silver’s one, but we present it because we will need 
later some of its elements. 
Proof. Let us check that the direct limit of S,b’_“l(y) is L, [A]. Let x E L, [A]. 
- If n > 1, we can choose P finite CL, [A] such that x E P. Hence there is 
i E Iz?l(y) such that x E of”L,Au,[A(i)]. 
- If y1 = 1, then 6 is limit and there exists p < 6 such that x E L, [A]. In the 
same way, there is i E I$A(y) such that x E oe”L,a(i,[A(i)]. 
By (3) of Lemma 2.5, k(S,h,_A,(y)) is well-founded. Because of Lemma 2.4, we 
can assume it is L,, [B] for some ordinal 6* and a set B. Let 
a,! : L ,(,A(,,,[k(A(i))] + L,, [B], for i E I;!1 (y), be the corresponding 
embeddings. 
The embedding k : L, [A] + L,, [B] is defined in the natural way (cf. Jensen 
and Silver): if x = @(xi), then i(x) = oT(k(xi)). Let y1 < o. The fact that k is a 
,Xn embedding can be easily shown from its definition. If n = o, one notices that, 
for every i E Z:A( y) an d every m < w, there is i’ E Z$A(y) such that i’ 2 i and a:, 
0,: are _Z, embeddings. Hence R is elementary. 
Let us check now that /& = klu. If p < y, then there is i E I,“?,(y) such that, for 
all i’ai and all /3’</3, ~$‘~.(p’) =p’. Hence for all i’ >i and p’ d k(P), 
k(a$)(b’) = /3’. 0 ne can thus show by induction on /?’ d k(P) that a,?(@‘) = /?‘. 
This gives a*(k(/?)) = k(P). S’ mce also a:(P) = /3, by definition of E, we have 
E(P) = k(P). 
It remains to show that B is countable. We assume k is not the identity. It is 
thus easy to see that its critical point x is >o,. Since kiv = I&,, k,(,, is the identity. 
Let ~(x, a) be the 2, formula: “x is the ath ordinal y such that A(y)“. Since k is 
a Z, embedding, for any (Y < wl, we obtain the equivalences: 
L, [Al 1 q(a, a) e La*[Bl k dE(a>, my), 
L, [A] k 3x q(x, a) R L,*[B] k 3x 9(x, cr). 
The order-type of A is CO,; hence this yields B = i?A and (BI = K,,. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let y > o, be a limit ordinal and let k : C,, ---, CT be an elementary 
embedding which satisfies (1) and (3) of Lemma 2.5. If A is a countable set of 
ordinals, 6 3 y and 0 < n G o, then SE,“(y) is below y. 
The basic ideas of the proof are unchanged. In addition, we use the fact that, if 
ff : L, [A]-, Ls*[B] is the elementary embedding obtained by Lemma 2.6 from a 
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countable set A, then B is countable (the different definitions of S$A(q), for 
n < w or 6 successor, find their justification in this proof). 
Lemma 2.8. If k: C-4 C, is an elementary embedding which satisfies the 
requirements of Lemma 2.5, then for any countable set of ordinals A, there exists a 
weak L[A]-ultrafilter D on an ordinal x such that w, < x< y. Moreover arbitrary 
countable intersections of elements of D are nonempty. 
Proof. Let k : C, -+ C, satisfy (I), (2) and (3) of Lemma 2.5. By (1) and (2), k 
cannot be the identity. Let 6 be greater than Isup(A)I+ and ]yl+. By Lemma 2.7, 
we know that S$A(y) is below y. Hence Lemma 2.6 gives us the existence of an 
elementary embedding & : L, [A] + L,, [ B] f or some ordinal 6* and a set B, such 
that k,,, = k,,. This implies that the critical point x of & is <y. We can thus define 
the weak L[A]-ultrafilter D on x: (2 c x:2 E L,[A] and x E k(Z)}. We have 
noticed that the critical point of k is >w,. It thus remains to show that arbitrary 
countable intersections are nonempty. 
Claim. cf(y) S 0,. 
Proof. Let us assume this is false and there exists an increasing sequence 
(nlz:n<o) suchthatsup{n,:n<o}=y. 
By (1) of Lemma 2.5, if x EX, then there exists y E C, such that x = k(y). 
Hence there is n < o such that x < k(qrl). For n < w, we thus consider the sets 
X, = {x E X:x < k(q,,)}. By minimality of r, for any n < w, we obtain the 
existence of a set Y,, in C such that X,, c Y, and (Y, ( = IX, (‘0. Therefore 
lJ{Y,:n<c~}~c, XcU{~,:n<ar} and ~l_{Y:,:n<u}I~JXls~~. We have 
thus obtained a contradiction. 0 
Let us return now to the definition of the embedding k from L,, [A] into L,,[B]. 
For any x E L, [A], there is i E 1:;” (y) such that x = a?(~~) where xi E L,.-\,,,[A(i)], 
and (with the same notation as in Lemma 2.6) we have set k(x) = o:(k(x,)). 
Since x < y, we also know that there is i E Z:;“(y) such that, if /3 GX, then for 
i’si, c$(p)=/Ianda~(fi)=fi. 
Let us suppose now (2, :n < w} c D. For n < w, let i,, E 1$“(y) and z?,, E 
L,,A~~,,)[A(~,)] be so that i, 3 i and Z,, = at(&). Since at(x) =x, for n < w, we 
have the equivalences: 
If p = sup{PA(in) : n < w}, then because of the claim, p < y. For any n <w, 
2, E Ce; hence (& : n < co) E C,,,. Since (z,, : n < w) belongs to C& we obtain 
k((&:n<o))=(k(Z,):n<w) and k(n{~,,:n<o})=~{k(Z,,):n<w}. 
Hence x E k(n (2 n:n<~}) and there is r~n{z,:n<w}. Since q<x, we 
have n = at(r), for all n < w. This implies that n E n (2, : n < w} and concludes 
the proof of the lemma. q 
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Lemma 2.9. Let (A, : q < ml) be a sequence of countable sets of ordinals. There 
exists a strictly increasing sequence (x,, : q < ol) which satisfies the following 
requirements: for every rj < wl, 
(4 K, 6 lx0 I s IXl’~, 
(b) there is a weak L[A,]-ultraJilter D,, on x,, such that arbitrary countable 
intersections of elements of D,, are nonempty. 
Proof. Let us show this by induction on 7 < ol. 
- If rl = 0, this is a consequence of the previous lemma because x < y and 
IYI s IXI”~. 
-Let us assume now that we have constructed a strictly increasing sequence 
( xs : p -=c q ) such that, for any /3 < n, xs satisfies (a) and (b). 
Let 0, = sup{xB :j3 -=c q}. We set X, = (0, + 1) U X. By induction hypothesis, 
l0,I G IXI% Since Xc r, we must have Irl> IX\“o. This gives X c X, c r and 
IX, ) 6 IXIKo. Hence X, cannot be covered by any set in C of cardinality IX,l”o, 
and we can repeat the same arguments as for X: we construct a nontrivial 
elementary embedding k,, : Cvcsj + C, which satisfies the requirements of Lemma 
2.5. By (1) of this lemma, X, c Gy(r~); hence the critical point x,, of k, is such 
that Brl <x,, < y(q). (2) implies Ix0 ( G IX, 1’0 = (X(‘Q. As before, we define a weak 
L[A,]-ultrafilter DV on x7 such that arbitrary countable intersections of elements 
of D,, are non-empty. 
We can thus obtain this way the expected sequence (x, : q < ml). Cl 
Let us return now to the very beginning of the proof. We had fixed LY < wi and 
considered the set of ordinals A of order-type W(Y, constructed from the classes of 
strong limit cardinals, K,, 6 E Ord. We have Itl+ > (Xl% Hence by Lemma 2.2, 
to conclude the proof of the theorem, it suffices to apply Lemma 2.9 to the 
sequence (n,(A):q<oa). 0 
Corollary of Theorem 2.1. Let the universe satisfy the following rule of 
exponentiation: if a cardinal K is such that cf(K) > w, then ~‘0 = K. If there exists a 
set of ordinals which cannot be covered by any set in C of the same cardinal@, 
then, for any CY < o,, there exists an inner model with a measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let X be a set of ordinals satisfying the hypotheses of the corollary, and 
such that 1x1 is minimal. If /Xl= K, let (x n : LY < K) be an enumeration of X. Let 
us assume cf(K) = o and let ( n,, : n < w ) be an increasing sequence of ordinals 
suchthatsup{n,:n<o}=~. 
We thus consider the sets X, = {x, : a < q,}, for n < o. Since IX, I = Iv,, I< K, 
by definition of X, there is Y, E C such that X,, c Y, and IY, ) = (X, I. Let 
Y = lJ {Y,, : n < a~}. We obtain X c Y, IYJ = 1x1 and Y E: C. This contradicts the 
definition of X. Hence cf(lXI) > w and lXlxo = 1x1; we can thus apply Theorem 
2.1 to conclude the proof. 0 
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The GCH holds in C for a cofinal class of cardinals, namely all cardinals of the 
form A*o, A E Card (cf. [l]). Hence we could deduce some consequences of the 
covering theorem for C, concerning the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis. But our 
conclusions would be weaker than Mitchell’s result [lo]: If K is a singular cardinal 
such that 2’” = K and 2”> K+, then there is an inner model with a measurable 
cardinal limit of measurable cardinals. If cf(K) > o, then there is an inner model 
of “3Y (O(Y) = Y++)“. 
The preceding results can be generalized to the language LA+,*+ and to the 
corresponding model CA+, for A regular. 
We consider sets of indiscernibles for CA+ and LA+*+ of order-type WE, where 
(Y s d+. We say that CA’ satisfies the ‘covering property’ if any set of ordinals X in 
the universe can be covered by a set in CA+ of cardinality (X] I. The corresponding 
implications are shown in Diagram 2. 
LFi-/ 
Diagram 2. 
Let us end with a few further questions: 
(1) In analogy with L, can we obtain the equivalences: 
there is an inner 
model with 01 mea- 
(a) There is a set of indiscernibles for C of order-type wi. 
(b) There exist or elementary embeddings from C into itself such that the 
sequence of critical points is strictly increasing. 
(c) C does not satisfy the covering property. 
(2) If there is an elementary embedding j: V+ A4 such that “A4 c M and 
“‘MQ%, then we can show by methods of (121 and by Kunen’s arguments [9] that 
the axiom of choice does not hold in C. This hypothesis may be stronger than the 
violation of the covering property for C since it implies the existence of an inner 
model with o, measurable cardinals, but it motivates the following question: 
Does the violation of the covering property for C entail that the axiom of choice 
does not hold in C? 
(3) Under some large cardinal assumptions, C does not satisfy the covering 
property. Does the measurability of rC, imply the violation of the covering 
property? 
(4) Silver showed in [ll] that the existence of a Ramsey cardinal implies L,,, -K L, 
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and in particular jP”(o)j =X0. Chang thus asked: Does the existence of a 
measurable cardinal entail C,, < C (for L,,)? The following result of Kunen (cf. 
[l]) answers this in the negative: If (ZFC + “there is a measurable cardinal”) is 
consistent, then so is (ZFC+ “there is a measurable cardinal K” + Va s K+ 
,(c, < c) + P’(K) = P(K)). 
This result is obtained in the model L[U] where U is a K-ultrafilter; but let us 
assume there exist w1 measurable cardinals K~, a < wl, and the GCH holds in 
the universe (or for any p such that cf(p) > w, ~‘0 = cl). In this case, if 
il = SUP{K~: a < ml}, can we show that C,+ < C or (A+)C < il+ (which implies 
JPC(A)J = A)? 
(5) And finally, what is the exact strength of the different notions: violation of 
the covering property, existence of o, indiscernibles, and existence of w1 
measurable cardinals? 
Note added in proof 
It is possible by a slight modification of the arguments in Theorem 2.1 to obtain 
the following: 
If there exists a set of ordinals X such that for no set Y in U{L[A] :A countable 
set of ordinals}, X c Y and [YI = jX[‘o, then for any o < ml, there is an inner 
model with o measurable cardinals. 
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